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FM CODES

At the Farmers Market

Arnett Farms
Cara Cara Oranges 18# CS
6021
Fuji Apples 10# CASE
20149
Bernard Ranches
Kishu Tangerines 10# CASE
20697
Oro Blanco Grapefruit 25#
CASE 6683
Regier Farms
Satstuma Mandarins 10#
CASE 23828
Fair Hill Farms
Granny Smith Apples 10#
CS #5864
Peacock Farms
Fuyu Persimmons FLAT
#5516
Penryn Farms
Brown Sugar Persimmons
FLAT #20515
Mango Persimmons FLAT
5531
Weiser Family Farms
Crosnes LB #4233

Stinging Nettles – Careful! These herbaceous greens sting
when fresh, but any amount of heat will quickly disable its
burning qualities. Once cooked the leaves of Nettles can be
used like spinach but have a very interesting, almost meaty,
flavor that the culinary world celebrates. They grow weed like
this time of year and can be found on organic southern
California farms before any heavy frost. We’re bringing in our
nettles from the foothills of the Sierra Mountains where the
fresh water runoff lends these greens an additional sweetness.
Cara Cara Oranges – We’re carrying sweet and delicious Cara
Cara’s from local orchards! This exciting citrus is a special
cultivar of the navel orange which makes it a favorite for its low
acidity, peel-able skin and seedless juicy flesh. What

Flora Bella Farms
Stinging Nettles BU #22013
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distinguishes these beauties from your average Navel orange
is their lovely rosy-pink flesh and floral perfume. Order some
now for an impressive holiday presentation. They come with
stem & leaves still attached. This is a wonderful winter fruit
and an excellent example of why California citrus is the best in
the world.

Local Updates
Other Seasonal Items Right
Now!
Cauliflower Local Cauliflower
come in all shapes and colors
these days ~ Satsuma
Tangerines are sweet and
seedless, the perfect eating
mandarin ~ Chicories come in
all shapes and sizes with a
distinctive bitter flavor ~
Brussels Sprouts a classic
favorite ~ Oro Blanco
Grapefruit sweet and distinct
grapefruit flavor with white
flesh ~ Swiss & Rainbow
Chard has large leafy greens,
naturally salty ~ Kishu
Mandarins the most adorable
of all the Mandarins.

Fuji Apples. Named after the sacred mountain in Japan, these
crunchy delicious apples live up to their reputation. We’re
stocking medium sized Fuji Apples with a light red to yellow
blushed skin and red vertical striation. Their flesh is bone
white and dense while remaining juicy and crisp. This is a
favorite fresh eating apple but does hold up wonderfully in
most all cooked applications. They’re sweet flavor holds up
well when cooked and is a natural sugar substitute.
“Thumbelina” Carrots – Thumbelina Carrots, also known as
Parisian or Round carrots, have a distinctive appearance.
Unlike their popular tapering counterparts these taproots form
a round ball that creates a uniquely charming vegetable.
These Thumbelina carrots are thin skinned and have little to
no core. They are excellent roasted alongside beets, Brussels
Sprouts, onions and other vegetables of similar shape and
size.

Wrapping Up At The
Market…
Autumn Plums – There are
less and less at the market now
to satisfy our stone fruit needs.
Grapes – Few growers are still
supplying us with natural
grapes but product is waning.
The pending frost and rain will
likely end what’s left of our
local crop.
Figs – With each rain we lose
more and more of this crop on
the tree. Very limited
quantities
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